
HSS & TCT Re-Manufacturing

A unique service that aims to streamline your process - from 

always having the correct blades for the job, reducing waste and 

cost, to increasing productivity with a continuous flow of new 

and sharpened saw blades chosen for your application.

Continuous Supply

01384 264 954

www.dynashape.co.uk

sales@dynashape.co.uk

Go longer between blade changes
We don’t do short-cuts. Every tooth on every blade is 

ground properly - leaving your blades as-new.

 

Reduce your down time
Industry leading turn-around times thanks to heavy 

investment in lights-out and robotic machinery. 

Why Choose Us

About Dynashape
Probably one of the most familiar names in blade 

sharpening, especially within the heart of manufacturing 

country - the West Midlands.  60+ Years in the saw blade 

business and now streamlined and better than ever for 

your bottom line. We have the UK’s most advanced blade 

sharpening center, powered by world-leading grinding 

machinery. Quality doesn’t get much better than this. 

prime.react.heat

Attwood Street, Stourbridge, DY9 8RU

We don’t just re-sharpen, our results are so good, we call it 

re-manufacturing. Dull, lifeless blades come in, super sharp 

as-new blades go back out - and for a fraction of the cost of a 

brand new blade.

Get in touch  
We’re confident we can save your business time & money

without compromising on quality.  

New customer offer
1 week of TCT blade sharpening - FREE

Up to 10 blades, in a single order
3 day turn-around

Delivery via courier charged separately

The Saw Blade EXPERTS

Pre-cut, blanks and band saw blades. All in stock, from leading 

manufacturers and ready to ship for next day delivery or collec-

tion in most cases. Got a job that needs a whole new level of 

blade? Our experts can design new tooth geometries based on 

your materials to enhance a blade’s cutting capabilities.

New & Bespoke Blades

Large selection of shank & bore tooling in stock from leading 

brands. Manual & CNC in HSS, Carbide & PCD materials. We 

also offer carbide tooling servicing to greatly extend the life of 

your cutters. 

Tooling
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